
   Featured Toys & Activities

 Spinner Game - Fairy Tale
by EEBOO

ISBN: 689196121111
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $22.00

Spin for a Hero, or something to ride,
A Rival, a Treasure (to find or to hide)Choose a cave, or a castle with fortified towers
A friend and an object with magical powersGet all of them first and you’ll get the glory,
Of winning, and using them all in a story!Players spin to select the elements for their fairy tale. When they have collected a scene, a hero, a magical helper, a
rival, a magical object, transportation, and a treasure, they tell the tale that these elements evoke. Game extensions encourage compassion in suggesting
using a misunderstood rival as a hero on occasion, and longer tales for two players. For 2 to 4 players. Ages 5+.

 Magic Labyrinth
by LION RAMPANT

ISBN: 4001504871369
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $36.00

The little magician apprentices have lost some objects in the magic maze. Now they try to collect them before the Master notices anything. However, in the
maze the little magicians always bump against invisible walls. So they have to make their way through the maze by means of a good memory and lots of
skill.You have to move a character through the board but you're trying to do so with a labyrinth below the first board. The character is joined with a magnetic
ball so if you hit a wall the ball drops and you have to start again.

 Sleeping Queens
by GAMEWRIGHT

ISBN: 759751002305
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $14.99

Rise and shine! The Pancake Queen, the Ladybug Queen, and ten of their closest friends have fallen under a sleeping spell and it's your job to wake them
up.In Sleeping Queens, players need to use strategy, quick thinking, and a little luck to rouse these napping nobles from their royal slumbers. The twelve
queen cards lie face-down on the table. On a turn, you take one action from the cards in your hand: play a king to awaken and claim a sleeping queen, play a
knight to steal someone else's queen (unless she has a dragon for protection), play a wand to send a queen to sleep once again, use a jester to try our luck
with the top of the deck, or discard one or more number cards to draw more cards. Each queen card has a point value on it, and whenever all the queen have
been awakened or one player hits the point threshold, the game ends and whoever has the most points wins.
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 Turtle Island Bath Toy (playset)

by SKIP HOP

ISBN: 879674005860
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

Transforms into a floating hangout for 2 squirty turtles!Baby will love how this soft foam box unfolds into a floating bathtime hangout for 2 squirty turtles.
Plus, the decorated island path has playful dive-through cutouts!

 Very Hungry Caterpillar Night Light
by OOPSY DAISY

ISBN: X19727
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $35.00

Your child will be delighted as they recognize this vibrant caterpillar created by Eric Carle. This iconic character is featured in the book The Very Hungry
Caterpillar and serves as a wonderful way to unite the joy of reading with your child's surroundings. The World of Eric Carle is beautifully reproduced in this
giclee collection that features his most beloved characters.Something as simple as a comforting light with a cheerful image eases the worry of what’s under
the bed, and our mini stretched canvas night light accomplishes this job beautifully. Just like our kids wall art, these little works of art allow you to re-
purpose them. Once your child outgrows the “monsters”, unscrew the base of the night light and place the canvas wrapped frame on a shelf. Voilà, an instant
art piece!Our night light base is mounted through the canvas-covered wood frame and swivels so it can be positioned to work with any U.S. outlet layout. A
4-watt bulb is included and an on/off switch ensures the soft light is shining only when you want it. Our night lights have passed independent laboratory
safety tests and meet all CPSIA guidelines. Some of our night lights can be personalized with a child’s name and all come packaged in our gorgeous green
gift box.
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